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Encryption is the art of encoding (coding and decoding) information. This

involves scrambling or enciphering data so that only the target user gets the

information hence the term end-to-end encryption.

In our daily life, we rely on encryption in many aspects in achieving privacy

in the digital Space. It is applied in almost all sectors in the digital space from

that of banking, cloud computing (iCloud, google drive, amazon etc.),

communication-messaging (WhatsApp, Signal etc.), online shopping (Amazon,

Alibaba, Jumia), normal daily browsing and even that of online streaming

services.

What’s encryption?



Once the message is composed by the sender majorly as plaintext, it is

converted to ciphertext using a special unique key thereby scrambling the data

then sending it to the receiver. The receiver has a key that decrypts the

ciphertext into special readable text termed plaintext. The two special keys are

required to encrypt and decrypt and once encrypted, only the decryption key

can enable the receiver to comprehend the message.

How encryption works.



The internet, for example, has led to the creation of a ‘new world’ – the ‘digital

world’. Today, there is a form of life that exists in the digital space. With the

internet infrastructure, people can communicate and conduct various transactions

without having to physically change their location. For example, in 2016, the

United Nations Human Rights Council, while dealing with the promotion,

protection and enjoyment of human rights on the internet in its thirty-second

session, observed that the ‘same rights that people have offline must also be

protected online.’

Human Rights



… It noted that ‘the exercise of human rights, in particular the right to freedom
of expression, on the Internet is an issue of increasing interest and importance
as the rapid pace of technological development enables individuals all over the
world to use new information and communication technologies’. This is why
the Council noted that confidence and trust in the internet as ‘an enabler for
development and innovation can be realized, with full cooperation between
governments, civil society, the private sector, the technical community and
academia.’



Threats to encryption

Threats to encryption is an attack on privacy and a violation of human rights.

The threats come from all angles; the private sector, governments, businesses and

individuals.

The threats are Ghost proposals (add a third- party to an encrypted

communications), Key escrow-‘exceptional access’ by law enforcement,

“Machine in the Middle” (MITM) attack (eavesdropping), hacking software

(Pegasus spyware).



Pros of encryption

a. It enables a near bulletproof barrier from accessing data by all unauthorized

intrusions.

b. It enables private communication as only intended parties by the sender access

the content.

c. Fosters personal security by keeping your identity safe and hinders people from

impersonating you and getting private data.

d. It’s the cornerstone of national security, by protecting the secrets of countries

and organizations.



This entails,

a. Understanding the need for strong encryption by staying informed,

informing and sharing information with others and finally taking actions through

joining hands and keeping it safe.

b. Use of strong encryption across all platforms.

c. Restricting third-party applications from the amount of data and access

they have.

d. Government policies to safeguard encryption.

e. White hackers will protect and manage the constant changes and

advancement in technology.

Encryption best practices



a) Only using end-to-end encrypted messaging applications such as WhatsApp and

Signal. Setting encryption default before using devices and various online and

offline services.

b) Using strong and unique passwords and codes and always having additional

security features such as two-factor verification (2FA) and erase-data options

turned on to avoid prying eyes and black hat hackers accessing the data.

c) Updating security features and universal updates to be up to date. Software and

application developers once realize britches and bugs in the system, tend to

develop a solution and roll them through updates. This help safeguard privacy.

How to keep safe in the digital space.



The discussion above has highlighted the manner in

which encryption is essential for privacy in the digital

world. It also important, as pointed out above, that

discussions and solutions are found for the threats

facing encryption.

Conclusion



…The threats are formidable and have the potential of eroding privacy 

protections in the digital space. All the stakeholders, therefore, need to 

cooperate and find a find a way enable a strong and secure digital presence.
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